§ 26.406 Fitness monitoring.  
(a) The requirements in this section apply only if a licensee or other entity does not elect to subject the individuals specified in §26.4(f) to random testing for drugs and alcohol under §26.405(b).  
(b) Licensees and other entities shall implement a fitness monitoring program to deter substance abuse and detect indications of possible use, sale, or possession of illegal drugs; use or possession of alcohol while constructing safety- or security-related SSCs; or impairment from any cause that if left unattended may result in a risk to public health and safety or the common defense and security.  
(c) Licensees and other entities shall establish procedures that monitors shall follow in response to the indications and actions specified in paragraph (b) of this section and train the monitors to implement the program.  
(d) Licensees and other entities shall ensure that the fitness of individuals specified in §26.4(f) is monitored effectively while the individuals are constructing safety- and security-related SSCs, commensurate with the potential risk to public health and safety and the common defense and security imposed by the construction activity. To achieve this objective, licensees and other entities shall consider the number and placement of monitors required, the necessary ratio of monitors to individuals specified in §26.4(f), and the frequency with which the individuals specified in §26.4(f) shall be monitored while constructing each safety- or security-related SSC.

While the individuals specified in §26.4(f) are constructing safety- or security-related SSCs, licensees and other entities shall ensure that these individuals are subject to behavioral observation, except if the licensee or other entity has implemented a fitness monitoring program under §26.406.

§ 26.409 Sanctions.  
Licensees and other entities who implement an FFD program under this subpart shall establish sanctions for FFD policy violations that, at a minimum, prohibit the individuals specified in §26.4(f) from being assigned to construct safety- or security-related SSCs unless or until the licensee or other entity determines that the individual’s condition or behavior does not pose a potential risk to public health and safety or the common defense and security.

§ 26.411 Protection of information.  
(a) Licensees and other entities who collect personal information about an individual for the purpose of complying with this subpart shall establish and maintain a system of files and procedures to protect the personal information. FFD programs must maintain and use such records with the highest regard for individual privacy.  
(b) Licensees and other entities shall obtain a signed consent that authorizes the disclosure of the personal information collected and maintained under this subpart before disclosing the personal information, except for disclosures to the individuals and entities specified in §26.37(b)(1) through (b)(6), (b)(8), and persons deciding matters under review in §26.413.

§ 26.413 Review process.  
Licensees and other entities who implement an FFD program under this subpart shall establish and implement procedures for the review of a determination that an individual in §26.4(f) has violated the FFD policy. The procedure must provide for an objective and impartial review of the facts related to the determination that the individual has violated the FFD policy.

§ 26.415 Audits.  
(a) Licensees and other entities who implement an FFD program under this subpart shall ensure that audits are performed to assure the continuing effectiveness of the FFD program, including FFD program elements that are provided by C/Vs, and the FFD programs of C/Vs that are accepted by the licensee or other entity.